The nonlinear SchrOdingerequation modified by a damping term is numerically investigated for initial conditions other than single solitons.
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Prepri nt Cd---This is a Library Circulating Copy which may be borr"wed for two weeks. When such a wave heats (transfers energy to) the particles of the plasma, a dissipation term appears in the nonlinear Schrodinger equation. Since the heating is slow the dissipation term is small and can be considered as a perturbation that, hopefully, leaves some qualitative properties of the solution unchanged. In Langmuir turbulence, for instance, the dissipation is wavenumber-dependent Landau damping,2,3 while for the lower hybrid wave the damping is more difficult to obtain (see Ref. 5) .
The nonlinear Schrodinger equation is one of a class of exactly solvable evolution equations. These equations have various properties in common, notably stable nonlinear wave solutions c~lled solitons, and an infinite set of conservation laws. 6 -8 It is well known 8 that a large enough initial condition in such an equation typically evolves into solitons. Thus it is necessary to study the effect of damping on single solitons, but this is not sufficient: for a more complete understanding Oile must find out how more general initial conditions behave 9 under damping.
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• -3- . 10 ed . 1 1· . h d . In a prevlous paper we treat Slng e so ltons Wlt amplng as perturbation, and established that single solitons damp in substantial agreement with a simple treatment based on their invariant shape and the first conservation 1aw. l1 -l3 We discussed, for example, the influence on the damping rate of the exponent b in the damping law Yk = Ikl b, and showed that the damping rate is a constant only for b = 0 and b = 2.
Such a comparison between numerical computations and analytical considerations provides one example of construction and verification of possible soliton perturbation theories; after all, damping is just one particular perturbation.
A complete perturbation theory for soliton equations should not only predict the evolution of single solitons, but should ideally be able to treat arbitrary initial conditions. In an unperturbed soliton equation every initial condition develops into a background (radiation), which is supposed to disperse away and become unimportant over time, and into solitons, which stay around permanently (but even this unperturbed solution can usually not be calculated analytically). For the breather, a superposition of two solitons, we need two parameters: hence, besides the first we must use the third conservation law, in which the soliton parameters enter nonlinearly. For our purposethe numerical verification of the two-time scale assumption which forms the basis of all soliton purturbation theories -this nonlinearity and the analytically prohibitive space integrations over soliton shape and perturbation present no special difficulty.
l' lS paper, ten, exten sour prevlous wor on slng e so ltons to the simplest two-soliton cases, namely to collisions of two equal solitons with opposite velocities, and to the simplest breather. The perturbation is again a simple damping of each Fourier mode with its own damping rate Yk = clkl b . We concentrate on the two simplest dampings, namely collisional damping, b = 0, and the damping b = 2, which introduces a small imaginary part in the coefficient of the dispersive term. But in contrast with the comparison with an analytical prediction we here compare to another nWli8l"ical computation that uses the two-timescale assumption and the conservation laws.
I.'
• -5-In Section II we briefly discuss the inverse scattering transform and its eigenvalues, and give the relevant data on damping of single solitons. In Section III we treat colliding solitons. In Section IV we numerically study the damped breather in some detail, and show that its evolution is consistent with a two-timescale assumption. Section V we present our conclusions, including the generalization of these results to soliton perturbation theories. 
The parameter n determines the amplitude and inverse width of the soliton,
.. and 4 t; is the velocity. This notation is not the simplest and deviates from previous use, but is appropriate for the inverse scattering transform whose notation we will employ.
Equation (1) has an infinite set of conservation laws. The first few are reminiscent of a particle mass in quantum mechanics,
* * the momentum, I Z = J (q qx -qq ) dx, and the energy, (all integrations are over the whole real axis-oo < x < 00). The higher conservation laws have no direct physical meani1!g, and are more complicated. The solitons each correspond to two parameters, the real part s and the imaginary part n, of the eigenvalue (s) in some linear scattering problem. In general it is difficult to find the eigenvalue for a given initial condition, but one can write down explicitly a full solution that corresponds to given eigenvalues, usually a complicated combination of exponentials which depend on the eigenvalues and on additiona1 parameters that correspond to intia1 interso1iton distances and phases. The solutions are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2 for the two special cases we consider. Figure 1 shows Iql2 for cOlliding solitons with initial condition
and qs from Eq. q(x,t) = 4i Ini -n~1
2(nl-n2)2cosh2n2x cosh2nlx + 4nln 2 {cosh[2x(nl-n 2 )] + cos ~t} (6) where ~l = 4ni, ~2 = 4n~ and ~ = ~2 -~ 1. Notice that the breather For the two cases that we consider with only two eigenvalues, the values of the conserved quantities are directly related to the eigenvalues:
For colliding solitons n l = n Z = n and ~l = -~Z = ~: hence acquires an extra term and becomes
while the case b = 2 just changes the coefficient of the dispersive term to a complex number,
xx (9) These seemingly innocuous changes in the equation have various and sometimes dramatic effects. Firstly, with the extra terms the inverse scattering transform does not apply, which is why we must use perturbation theory. Secondly, the quantities that are conserved under Eq. (1) are no longer conserved. The equations for these changes 10 become for the case b = 0: The integral is zero, and 13 is proportional to the third ~ower of II.
For double solitons this conclusion is no longer true, because its proof hinges on the explicit ftmctional fonn, sech(x), of the single soliton. is an infinite number of equations such as Eq. (7), and we are faced with an
.. . Generalizing to double solitons we detennine the eigenvalues by the minimum number of conservation laws, and ignore the higher ones.
The two time scales in our approach are then: i) the slow timescale of order £ due to the damping, and ii) the natural timescale determined by the nonlinear SchrOdinger equation (1) Our numerical procedure is then as follows. We numerically compute the integrals in Eqs. (10) or (11) at a particular time for given eigenvalues n l and nZ using Eq. (6). Then we change the conserved quantities over a small timestep~t according to Eqs. (10) and (11), and recompute the eigenvalues at the next time t + ~t from Eq. (7). Note that in Eq. (6) we should replace the time dependence Sit by jt net I )dt I in the spirit of the two-timescale assumption.
• These computations suggest that it is reasonable to make a two-timescale expansion of soliton dynamics. Unfortunately, the intersoliton distance, which codetermines the soliton shape, does not appear in the conservation laws, but must be approximated by a temporal integration of the velocity. We avoid this complication in our study of the breather, where
this intersoliton distance appears to remain zero.
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IV. The Damped Breather
What is the influence of damping on the characteristics of the breather?
We recall that the breather in the absence of damping, shown in Fig. 2 The increase in period and the shape changes 0f the breather can be understood from the eigenvalues nl and nz' given in Fig. 6(a) by the dashed lines. The smaller eigenvalue hovers around the initial value l/Z, but the larger eigenvalue, initially 3/Z, decreases with similar but larger steps than those of II (1 3 , not shown, has an even stronger time dependence). Thus, the difference between the eigenvalues decreases, and hence the period
1Ilcreases, S1Ilce ~ n2 nl or an un ampe reat ere e ou e--18-humped shape of the damped breather is less easily understood, because the analytical formula is complicated, but it can easily be shown numerically that such shapes indeed originate from two eigenvalues that are close together. The dashed lines in Fig. 7b and c give a plot of Eq. (8) with approximately the eigenvalues at that particular time.
These dashed curves are further discussed later on.
At later times than shown here, or for larger dampings, the two imaginary parts n l and n 2 of the eigenvalues s coalesce. At this point the eigenvalues acquire real parts ~,which means that the constituent ·solitons have obtained a velocity and asymptotically separate. This is demonstrated by Fig. 8a for larger damping strength E = 0.1.
Initially the eigenvalues and II behave qualitatively as in Fig. 4 for E = 0.05, but at t = 3.1 they coalesce and develop real parts~. The magnitude of ~, proportional to the velocity, is indicated by the difference between the broken lines, the sum of the eigenvalues, and the solid line.
The solitons at t = 5 are given in Fig. 8b : They are clearly well separated, and could very well separate completely for larger times.
Whether they actually separate is of little practical importance, because the soliton amplitude decreases rapidly for this damping strength E= 0.1.
As long as the n's differ the eigenvalue s can not develop a real part for the following reason: suppose that with n l t n Z there would be a real part ~ to sl and Sz at some particular time t'. The S' s must be of opposite sign, on account of I Z = 16 (nl~l + nz~Z) = O. Now remove the damping for times greater than t', so that Eq. (1) As explained in Ref. 10, this increase is due to the growth of the damping term relative to the other terms for decreasing soliton amplitude. In contrast, 1vhen Eq. (9) applies, the case b = Z, the damping term is always £ times the dispersion, and the oscillation amplitude remains constant.
All these results are obtained from a mIDlerical solution of Eqs. (8) and (9), and the eigenvalues are computed from values of the conservation laws which, as we observe, change in time with large steps. NO\v we must establish the validity of the two-timescale assumption that foms tl1e basis of the available perturbation theories, including our own in Section II.
-zoIdeally, we should do this by comparison of our results-with analytical formula of the kind written down formally in Refs. 14-16, or in Section II. The analytical evaluation of such expressions for the breather is, however, prohibitively complicated and unrevealing.
Therefore we compare instead with an additional numerical computation which assumes that at time t there exis,ts a breather solution of the form given in Eq. (6), with eigenvalues nl(t) and nZ(t) slowly changing functions of time as discussed in Section II.
Results from this computation are shown in Figs. (6), (7) and (9) by the dashed lines. They are in good agreement with those from a computation of the equations (8) or (9), given in the solid lines.
The breather shapes in Fig. 7 [c) at t = 3 agree much better than those in Fig. 7b at t = 1. This is due to a small shift in the times between the two computations evident in Fig. 6b . At the. stage t =1 of breather evolution this shift produces a visible effect on /q(x)/Z, but at t = 3 where the eigenvalues are more equal and hence the period is larger the difference between the /q(x)/Z is minimal.
The eigenvalue n l from the full computation is consistently larger than n l computed through the conservation laws, for equal nZ' We attribute this difference to second order shape changes of the breather in the full equation. These will tend to diminish the change in time of especially 13 which, in turn, is mostly reflected in a smaller change of nZ' Therefore, nZ in the full computation lags behind the corresponding value from the conservation laws, in which second order shape changes are excluded.
"
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• .. The good agreement between the two sets of computations demonstrates the correctness of our soliton perturbation theory, at least for the breather with two eigenvalues and with damping as perturbation. We recall that our approach is slightly restricted by the exclusion of radiation, and by the lack of intersoliton distance in the conservation laws. Our approach does have the essential feature of all soliton perturbation theories, namely the two timescale asstm!ption. However, there is no particular reason besides numerical convenience and our familiarity with conservation laws to prefer their use over other approaches, nor is there anything special about breathers (again, except for convenience as noted earlier). In contrast to our method, in existing perturbation theories 14 -l6 damping is not singled out as a particularly suitable perturbation. Thus it seems that the two-timescale assumption that we have verified for damping will be valid for more general perturbations; such perturbations, then, would not destroy the existence or even change the value of the eigenvalues, but they may affect the soliton shape. An example is an extra term 9 /q/4 q in Eq. (1).
Hence we conclude that soliton perturbation theories, although justified, do not seem practical at present for anything but single solitons. Even our implementations of the two numerical methods compared in this paper used comparable amounts of computer time (5-10 seconds on a CDC7600, for the same time step 6t = 0.005 and number of grid points 128). Mu~h additional work will be needed to develop additional approximations that increase the usefulness of soliton perturbation theories for multisolitons.
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